Do you love transit architecture and care deeply about transit-oriented communities? Can you think nimbly about architecture, engineering, and planning aspects of rail stations? Have you ever dreamed up ways to make transfers between bus and rail a more enjoyable and efficient experience? If so, then you might be our next Project Manager in Metro’s Office of Planning within the Station Planning branch.

The Project Manager will work to define and implement the long-term, strategic vision for Metro’s opportunities to create and support transit-oriented communities region-wide as well as articulate capacity, safety, and accessibility improvements to existing stations and transit corridors to maximize the connectivity of the system. The Project Manager will lead the identification of and manage design and evaluation projects, working collaboratively with both internal stakeholders and jurisdictional partners to identify system study needs, develop scopes of work, and guide project studies to completion.

The posting can be found at careers.wmata.com and the job ID is 200781.

This job entails an understanding of the design and function of transit station facilities, including both back-of-house functions and customer-facing facilities, with a focus on elements that affect the safety, access, and capacity of the station, as well as a background in transit-oriented development policies and best practices. Experience in organizing and reviewing all aspects of station reinvestment study activities, including: planning, feasibility, architecture/engineering, cost estimating, conceptual design and conceptual construction scheduling/phasing is preferred.